Dashboards Platform
Features, Benefits, and Services
http://lojic.us
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LOJIC DASHBOARDS PLATFORM
The Lojic Dashboards Platform is a suite of tools designed to give manufacturing companies
the ability to quickly create real-time and actionable insights from the data they already have.
With support for over 20 different data sources, robust server management, simple sharing and
display options, and enhanced security, you’ll realize this is the way business data should be.
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“
You know manufacturing. So do we.

”
ABOUT LOJIC
At Lojic, we know the manufacturing industry. Founded out of a large manufacturing
company in beautiful Meadville Pennsylvania, we have designed and built custom
systems, integrations, and services to support manufacturers’ unique data-driven
workﬂows and needs. Lojic strives to help other small and medium size manufacturers
increase their bottom lines by automating their systems, reducing manual data entry
and analysis, and provide easier to use and more intuitive software.

COMPANY HISTORY
Lojic was founded in 2015 as a spin-off company of Acutec Precision Aerospace. Lojic
identiﬁed that most of the software for small and medium size manufacturing
companies was outdated, diﬃcult to use, and "un-integratable". After seeing many
internal successes of custom software development and systems that worked with
software Acutec already had, as well as interest from current Acutec customers and
partners, Lojic was born.
Since then, Lojic has built several products that integrate with ERP, MRP, QMS, and other
business management systems to increase throughput for employees, track machinist
and operators times more eﬃciently, deliver accurate and complete standard work
instructions, and produce actionable insights and analytics from a company's disparate
data sources.
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LOJIC DASHBOARDS BENEFITS

Create and deploy dashboards based on your company’s data in
minutes, not months.
Design on your terms
Uncover trends and gain insight out of your business data. Connect multiple
data sources to ﬁnd relationships and pinpoint issues before they become
problems.

Easily share and manage your data
Tired of emailing spreadsheets around and worrying if everyone has the “latest”
copy? Lojic Dashboards allows you to share and analyze the same data at the
same time.

Get up and running fast
It doesn’t take an IT department to create and publish your dashboards. With the
Advanced Designer and Management app, you can have dashboards up and
running in minutes.

Keep your data secure
Keep your business data secure and accessible with built-in user accounts or
even Active Directory authentication. Your IT guys will love you.
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LOJIC DASHBOARDS FEATURES
An analytics and business intelligence platform that allows
manufacturers to create and display real-time dashboards based on any
supported ERP or data source.

Advanced Dashboard Designer

Data Access

Design and update your dashboards with Lojic’s
Advanced Dashboard Designer. Query, ﬁlter, sort,
and display your data with a full set of data
widgets.

With over 20 data connection types, connect to a
wide range of data sources including SQL and
Database Connections, Cloud Services, Excel, and
CSV.

Security

Dashboard Management

With support for Dashboard users as well as
Microsoft Active Directory™, your business
analytics can be secured exactly how you want.

Easily share dashboards and information with
your team with web-based management.
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LOJIC DASHBOARDS FEATURES - CONTINUED

Simple Deployment

Run Anywhere

You don’t need an IT department to get your
dashboards up and running, when you save your
dashboard, it’s already deployed to the server.

Lojic Dashboards’ presentation layer is web based,
so you can view and analyze your data on any
computer or tablet.

Mix and Blend Data

Easy Sharing

Don’t limit your data analysis to a single data
source. Mix and blend your data from multiple
sources on the same dashboard.

Sharing your dashboards is as easy copying and
pasting. You can share dashboard links with
anyone that has access.
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LOJIC DASHBOARDS PLAYER™
With the Lojic Dashboards Player, it’s never been easier to deploy real-time analytics to large
format displays and screens on the shop ﬂoor. The small device can easily plug into any HDMI
capable display and quickly integrate with the Lojic Dashboards Platform.

Not only can you display your dashboards from the platform, you can also show any website or
custom messages and items. Set your display items to loop and instantly see the changes
deployed to the display the player is running on.
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DASHBOARDS READINESS PROGRAM
Your company has a lot of manufacturing data, but how do you use it?
All manufacturing companies have large sets of data that can be used to analyze company
performance, manufacturing eﬃciency, ﬁnancials, job costing, on-time delivery, and quality. But
what if you don’t know how the data works together, where it’s at in your systems, or even which
data is valuable to create actionable insights?
Use Lojic’s experience in manufacturing and analytics to gain an understanding of how it all
works together and what your company needs to do to uncover, analyze, and use your data to
make you more effective and eﬃcient.
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WHAT WE DO
JobBOSS is a job-based ERP shop management solution for small to mid-sized custom and
mixed-mode manufacturers. JobBOSS offers functionality for all stages of your business with
quoting, order processing, advanced scheduling, inventory, payroll, accounting, quality
management, data collection, EDI and mobility. We are committed to engaging with our
customers to develop innovative products and solutions that drive the future of manufacturing,
and our partnership with Lojic Dashboards allows us to deliver an unprecedented visual display
of your shop data. JobBOSS tracks massive amounts of information every day, and integrating
with Lojic Dashboards allows you to see real-time, easy-to-consume shop data for the greatest
amount of visibility and control over your business.

$59/month

$99/month

$299/month

Lojic Dashboards Professional

Lojic Dashboards Premium

Lojic Dashboards Enterprise

1 Dashboards Designer seat

1 Dashboards Designer seat

2 Dashboards Designer seats

5 published dashboard templates

10 published dashboard templates

Unlimited published dashboard
templates

8 widgets per dashboard

12 widgets per dashboard

10 users

20 users

Unlimited widgets per dashboard
Unlimited users
1 Dashboard Player

For further information, call 1-800-777-4334
or visit us at www.jobboss.com

